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“A foodshed is the geographic area that produces the food for a particular population. The term 
describes a region where food flows from the area that it is produced to the place where it is con-
sumed, including the land it grows on, the route it travels, the markets it passes through, and the 
tables it ends up on. A foodshed is analogous to a watershed in that foodsheds outline the contrib-
uting area and flow of food feeding a particular population, whereas watersheds outline the con-
tributing area and flow of water draining to a particular location”.*

For the purposes of this assessment, foodsheds are defined by county clusters that maintain similari-
ty in the following attributes: culture, geography, proximity to one another, and transportation routes. 

Close, Kendrya. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resiliency Plan. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resil-
iency Plan. June 2015. Web. Foodshedalliance.org. 12 April 2018. 

What is a foodshed?
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Vision for West Virginia Foodsheds

This project has the following goals:

Guiding principles of local food development in 
our region:

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development initiative strives to create local food 
and agricultural expansion that provides access to fresh, affordable, nutritious foods while sup-
porting local farmers, food producers and other small businesses through a diversified economy. 

• Support and build on existing work in the community.
• Increase producers’ capacity to grow, harvest, aggregate, and sell product into a market.
• Encourage and require cross collaboration in county clusters, where resources can be shared

and collective engagement can enhance the work being done.
• Increase local and regional market demand for product.
• Increase low-income populations’ access to fresh product.

Local
Products are grown, raised, processed, and sold locally, statewide, and regionally, increasing posi-
tive economic development in Appalachia.

Supply
Supply of locally produced food is consistent and manageable, not subject to the whims of dis-
tant markets and situations.

Environment
The food supply is farmed in ways that enhances the land and water and builds healthy soils 
while maximizing efficiency and contributing to biodiversity and wildlife.

Community
The food system not only provides economic development, but also creates communities where 
people want and choose to live, work, play, and raise families, encouraging young people to stay 
in West Virginia and drawing new people to the area.

Health
Food that is grown is healthy and nutritious. People have a general knowledge of how to cook, 
shop, prepare, and store healthy foods.
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West Virginia is predominantly rural with a few small metro locations, many small to medi-
um-sized townships, and primarily rural households and communities spread throughout  the 
state. The state lends itself to forest farming. According to the West Virginia Department of 
Commerce, 78% of the state (12 million acres) is covered in forests. Some areas of the state have 
adequate agricultural land in rolling hills and pasture. Others regions have steep terrain. In these 
areas, there is a long history of subsistence gardening. 

There continues to be knowledge of traditional food production and preservation techniques 
among West Virginia’s older generations. A July 2017 census conducted by the U.S. Census Bu-
reau revealed that there are approximately 1,815,857 senior citizens. Many West Virginians are 
just one or two generations removed from agricultural practices.

Statewide Trends 

Awareness of fresh food and health is growing
An increasing number of residents have an understanding of the health implications of pro-
cessed foods and are returning to/ or desire local farm fresh produce that they consumed as 
children, or enjoyed at their grandparents kitchen table. Organizations that work on food de-
velopment and health and resources are directing people to local fresh food.  Several nonprofit 
organizations, universities, extension service, and other service providers, are creating opportu-
nities and mini or accelerator grants that help communities forge healthier activities and access 
to food.

Expanding Farmers markets
The number of farmers markets in West Virginia has been on an incline for several years. There is 
even investment in non-traditional methods of food distribution like consignment farmers mar-
kets, consignment vendors at farmers markets, mobile farmers markets, and pop-up markets. 

An increased number of beginning farmers
Residents are investing energy into farming businesses, some as post retirement passion, hobby 
farms, and young farmers looking to get into a career in farming.  Many people are seeking to put 
time and effort into leading the way for agriculture in West Virginia.

Growth of incubator farm training programs 
Established and beginning incubator programs are helping train a new generation of farmers, 
while filling in the aggregation and distribution needs of our small scale growers.  Many of these 
training programs and food hubs are relatively new, but offer a lot of potential in regional and 
statewide food and farm development.

Season extension is more accessible
Through the local NRCS, farmers and gardeners have been able to add season extension to their 

Snapshot of WV Agriculture
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growing methods through the construction and use of high tunnels, which not only help with 
heating during the early and late months of the season, but also fit in smaller “non-traditional” 
farming spaces like those found in the Appalachian region, in the form of small hollows and 
backyard spaces. 

Placemaking through agriculture
There is an ever growing number of farm-to-table dinners throughout the state. The dinners host 
a series of different themes, chefs, and cultural emphasis. Often there is a special distinction of 
historical or traditional foodways.  Consumers are not only interested in eating farm-fresh meals, 
but the experience of eating dinner in a place that dinner wouldn’t normally be served, such as 
a historical sight or farm. Consumers are also interested in hearing stories from local chefs and 
farmers while supporting local business.

Production on former mining sites
From lavender production to pasture pork, former mining sites are being reclaimed and brought 
into production. This work is teaching and contributing to the body of knowledge about restor-
ing unused lands.

Economic development and diversifying economy
In many small West Virginian communities, the local Economic Development Authority and 
Business Development Authorities are taking some of the most promising leads toward building 
local farmers markets and local food economies. These boards are often comprised of small farm-
ers, who see potential economic development through local food, agriculture, and tourism. 

Emphasis on branding 
Many groups are revamping or creating branding initiatives that emphasize the importance of 
locally grown and made produce and value added products. The WV Department of Agriculture 
is revamping their locally grown food promotional program, WV Grown, and other food hubs 
and groups like Greenbrier Valley Grown have had ongoing initiatives like this. These campaigns 
encourage residents to shop within the state, keeping more dollars in West Virginia.

Policy Initiatives 
In 2018, West Virginia saw bills that streamlined farmers market permitting, supported agritour-
ism businesses by providing limited liability, expanded on farm rabbit processing, and allowed 
additional cottage foods to be made in-home and sold directly to consumers at farmers markets. 
Previous wins include allowing the formation of cooperatives, increasing the limit of on-farm 
poultry processing to 20,000 birds, establishing a farm-to-foodbank credit to provide tax credits 
for farmers who donate or sell fresh produce to food banks, and allowing the distribution of raw 
milk through herdshare agreements. 
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What is a specialty crop?

Specialty crops are the produce items that you commonly think of when you picture a local farmers 
market, like corn, green beans, tomatoes, other vegetables. The specialty crop category also covers 
items like mushrooms, honey, and tree nuts. Local organizations like the WV Food & Farm Co-
alition, the WV Farmers Market Association, and the WV Dept of Agriculture are often assisting 
and working with farmers that grow and sell these types of products. They are considered a 
staple of local food production and development.

Findings from the Small Farms Viability Study

Between 2016 and 2017, WV Foodlink carried out a study called, “Bringing Our Farms Into Fo-
cus”  on behalf of the West Virginia Food & Farm Coalition to determine the major barriers and 
areas for growth for specialty crop producers in the state. The study revealed that there is enor-
mous potential for small farms to diversify. The ample amount of land that the average farmer 
has access to means that they have enough space to grow a bigger variety of specialty crops. 
According to the study, the average farm size in West Virginia is 92 acres with just 3.3 acres pro-
ducing specialty crops and 6.2 acres in pasture land.  

Income barriers that keep farmers from growing

In West Virginia, the revenues of small farms can be as low as $5,000 gross yearly revenue. With 
79% of farmers, according to this study, making less than $50,000 in yearly gross revenue, 
means that farm businesses have no room to invest and grow

There is a lot of variation in specialty crop production, with some farms of the commercial vari-
ety bringing home $100,000 a year and others less than $10,000. Because of these broad differ-
ences, what is important to each farmer and the decision they make are highly variable.

The majority of farmers growing specialty food crops are just beginning or have young farm 
businesses, anywhere from five years to 20 years in business.

Part time farmers are common in West Virginia.  According to the WV Foodlink study, 69% of 
farmers had income from others sources, and farm generated income accounted for only 28% 
of their household income, and 1 in 3 farmers had retirement income to rely on.

Full time farmers are rare in the state, with only 1 in 5 actually supporting their families entirely 
with farm income, and reported gross revenues total just $40,933.

Specialty Crops

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Farmer Assessment of Specialty Food Crop Markets in WV

Market Pros Cons

#1 Farmers’ Markets • Most profitable
• Consistent
• Personal relationships with

customers
• Large customer base
• Direct cash sales (no

middlemen)

• Increasing competition from
major retailers and new
farmers

• Customer base and income
level can vary for markets

• Time consuming
• Vendor boards can be too

political
• Limited consumer base in WV

#2 Farm Stands/ 
Direct Delivery

• Direct sales model
• Maintain relationships with

community and customers
• Deliveries are efficient use of

time
• Don’t have to vend at a market

all day
• Can vend on own terms

without interference
• No nearby competition

• Difficult to attract/ grow
business

• Logistically difficult as
number of customers increase
(deliveries)

#3 Wholesale
(Hubs,Grocers,Institutions)

• High volume potential
• Reliable source of income
• Less labor intensive (don’t

have to vend at a farmers’ 
market or participate in direct
sales)

• Can reach wider group of
customers

• Strict regulations (packaging/
processing, liability insurance)

• Loss of contact with
consumers

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets

• Slimmer margins
• Competing on price with

larger corporate agriculture
• Hard to manage relationships

- difficult goals and views,
coordination

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets
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Market Pros Cons

#4  CSA
(Community Supported 
Agriculture Shares)

• Get paid in advance
• Reliable source of income
• Marketing through

word-of-mouth

• High labor and marketing
demands

• High quality expectations
• High administrative

responsibilities (collecting
money, distributing food,
coordinating dropoffs/
deliveries)

• Retaining customers is difficult
• Crop failure is a major threat

#5 Restaurants • Personal relationship with
buyer

• Margins better than other
wholesale clients

• High volume

• Some chefs are hard to work
with (unreliable or misleading)

• Price negotiations are difficult
• Keeping up with demand
• Difficult to anticipate what

restaurants will want in
advance of harvest, only
interested in specialized
products

• Growing competition

*Assessment based upon surveys with 141 specialty food crop producers in West Virginia in 2017. Survey results reflect a bias to-
ward market types that specialty food crop producers most commonly sell within. Overall, specialty food crop farmers are less fre-
quently engaged in selling through CSA and Wholesale channels (Hubs, Grocers, and Institutional). Pros and Cons analysis derived
from qualitative responses to the survey from farmers who participate or have decided not to participate in these market types.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Barriers to Growth: Production and Market Risks

According to Bringing Our Farms Into Focus, there are several overlapping factors that create 
barriers for many farmers in the state. However, 23% of farmers surveyed for this study reported 
no barriers to growth.  

Barriers that were frequently cited include:

• Production risks including weather events, yields, labor-time, personal health, operating
costs, technological needs and the need to diversify production and market
participation simultaneously.

• Logistical issues including (reliable) transportation, value-adding infrastructure
(packhouse, slaughterhouse, cold storage), farmers’ market scheduling, regulatory burden
(certificates and permits), insurance costs and access to arable, adequate land.

• Market risks  including rising competition and oversaturation of local food production
for a “shrinking pie” of high income consumers within what is generally a low-income
population. Growers repeatedly remarked that there are “not enough people” to buy local
produce within WV and several full-time growers argued that part of the problem was
part-time growers were driving up competition. Competition clauses also serve to protect
markets from having too much of
one product.

• Interest, time and personal well-being were also frequently referenced as major barriers
to growth. Grower households are caught up in the double bind of needing off-farm
employment to supplement income and struggling with the high costs of production.
These growers described reaching a breaking point where expanding production and
diversifying markets simply was not “worth it” to them. In other words, the returns did not
warrant expending additional effort or taking on additional risk.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Pendleton, Randolph, and Pocahontas County Foodshed

Snapshot of the foodshed

The cluster of Pendleton, Randolph, and Pocahontas counties are located in the southeast 
corner of the state, not far from the WV/VA border. Parts of these counties are heavily forested. 
Paired with the wild landscape of the Monongahela National Forest, this area teems with 
visitors each year. Many come to the area to hike, enjoy scenic train rides, experience cultural 
activities, golf, or ski on Snowshoe Mountain.

Suitable farmland is found between the mountains in sometimes narrow but flat and useable 
tracts. The small towns in this region include Elkins.

Map sourced from www.worldatlas.com
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Important organizations/groups in this region

There are two Grow Appalachia projects in the Pocahontas area. Extension is involved 
throughout the county cluster, with some office agents being heavily involved and some 
playing smaller support roles. There are small to medium sized farms throughout the area, and 
a handful of community driven farmers markets.

County profiles of food access

The West Virginia University Foodlink at WVU’s Food Justice Lab has developed county profiles 
for each of West Virginia’s 55 counties, documenting statistics on poverty and food access. 
The FJL has also used GIS mapping tools to map locations and proximity to food sources like 
grocery stores, convenience stores, and food pantries. This knowledge contributes to the 
overall picture of food access, poverty, and health in the foodshed.

Potential for Local Food: In this foodshed, there are 1,350 farms according to the USDA 
Agriculture Census data.  While most farms are less than 100 acres, this indicates that 
agriculture is a viable economic tool for this region.  Additionally, each county has at least one 
farmers market and there are restaurants at both Snowshoe resort and in Elkins which could 
purchase local food.  Within industry clusters, many of more prominent ones are agriculturally 
adjacent (such as tourism) or could make use of local food.  Farmers in this area have indicated 
a desire to organize to access larger markets, such as those immediately across the state border 
in Highland County, Virginia.

Pendleton
Population in 2014 was 7,371, with 1,187 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 3 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 18%, unemployment rate was at 4.7%, and the 
median income is $36,868 in 2013.

Randolph
Population in 2014 was 29,429, with 5,823 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 10 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 19%, unemployment rate was at 7.1%, and the 
median income is $35,458 in 2013.

Pocahontas
Population in 2014 was 8,662, with1,440 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 5 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 19%, unemployment rate was at 8.6%, and the 
median income is $32,199 in 2013.
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Community Assessment Review

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development project worked within foodsheds 
across the state, holding community meetings with area farmers, local leadership, extension 
agents and farmers market managers to assess the needs and potential each area has to offer 
to local food system development work. In addition to interviews and group conversations, 
valuable information was gathered through a foodshed assessment tool devised by the 
Conservation Fund. The following information is an aggregated collection and summary of 
the gathered information. These are solely the opinions of the individuals partaking in the 
assessment. 

Food sources
Within this foodshed people are relying primarily on small grocery stores, gas stations, 
convenience stores, food pantries, and traveling long distances to large chains like Walmart to 
do a majority of their shopping. Many residents rely heavily on food access programs like SNAP, 
WIC, school breakfast and lunch, summer feeding programs, and the local food pantries. There 
is some use of family home gardens and hunting for personal consumption. Several towns 
have community gardens, but the amount of use they get varies each year. 

Places to buy locally produced products 
Throughout the county cluster there are few places where local food and farm products can 
be purchased. These include the farmers markets in small towns throughout the cluster, a local 
health foods store in Elkins, WV, on-farm stands and sales, a few CSA’s, and a couple restaurants 
in Snowshoe that buy local produce. Beef cattle and sheep are raised in this area and sold to 
feedlots and slaughterhouses in other states. Some farmers in this area travel to other parts of 
the state to sell at more developed farmers markets, like the market in Morgantown, WV.  

Leadership
Extension, churches, farmers, and local non-profits are all involved heavily in the local food and 
farm activities and are working to grow the opportunities in the area for the local 
farming economy. 

Health
Community perspective in this foodshed is that the health and diet of the community is 
relatively poor. People are eating unhealthy foods for a large portion of their diet. Although 
some fruit and vegetables are consumed, the need for education around the consumption of 
healthy food is a definite need. 
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Strengths

• Can be seen as a blank slate for local food development with ample room for growth.
• Highly motivated community members are found throughout the foodshed.
• No shortage of farmland.
• Good employment opportunities in some parts of the foodshed.
• Local food awareness and demand is on the rise.
• Some households are growing backyard gardens which provide healthy options on a family

basis.
• The local community is connected and supportive to a large extent.

Barriers

• Restaurants are not currently purchasing regularly from local farmers.
• Community members and farmers need more capital and resources to expand their

production and market opportunities.
• More support needs to be directed at small scale farmers.
• Motivating people to pursue local food as a business, incorporate it into their existing

businesses, and purchase it for themselves is difficult when economic opportunity is not
seen as a potential motivator.

• The transportation network is weak.
• Lack of markets for local food.
• Farmers markets needs to generate more revenue in order to support the livelihoods

of farmers.
• More dedicated young and beginning farmers are needed to grow the local food and

farm economy.
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Foodshed Improvement Plan

Top three motivators: 

1. Tourists
Many tourists travel to this part of the state throughout the year. Tourists hike, camp, bike,
fish, and participate in many other recreational activities in the spring and summer, and ski
in the winter. The railroad excursions based out of Elkins draw many visitors throughout
the year.

2. Farmers markets
At certain stages of local food development and growth, farmers markets can help farm
businesses get off the ground. There is a need in this foodshed for farmers markets to
expand, have more customers, and provide more income to vendors.

3. Growing season
In this foodshed, volatile weather patterns, colder temperatures, and higher altitudes cause
more problems for farmers than in other parts of the state.  The growing season is generally
shorter. There is a need to address this problem and develop alternatives to extend the
growing season.

How solutions will help:

The foodshed isn’t fully tapping into the market that already exists in the tourism industry 
of the area. When people travel and go on vacations, they are apt to spend more on quality 
food and recreational activities. This foodshed would be a good location for expansion of 
agritourism events, farm-to-table dinners, and festivals that could incorporate locally grown 
produce and value added products into the programming and activities.

Farmers markets can be the first step for beginning farmers and can help them earn income, 
save money, and eventually scale up. However, the markets have to be viable and sustainable 
for their vendors to do this. Through advertising and expanding activities, farmers markets can 
draw more customers to their locations. 

In this foodshed, farmers have a shorter window to grow compared with those in other parts 
of the state. There is potential to expand crop production with plant varieties that thrive in low 
tunnels and enjoy colder temperatures. Capitalizing on greenhouses and high tunnels can help 
to extend the window.
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Potential solutions: 

Community members addressed potential solutions to the issues above that could help to 
propel the foodshed local foods development forward. 

• Get more vendors that sell produce to join farmers markets. Some markets lose customers
who seek traditional produce options and can’t find them. An outreach/expansion project
to meet and encourage vendor participation could change that.

• Promotion, communication, and advertising of markets along with events can get more
customers to the market and increase sales.

• Tap into and connect farmers markets and farmers with the festivals already taking place in
the area.

• Expanding CSAs and bushel sales for canning could offer more revenue to the farmer and
reach specific customers.

• Storage trailers and pop up markets could take the farmers market to the locations where
tourists visit and drive through.

• Advertising in locations where tourists travel could encourage visitors to stop at farmers
markets.

• Low cost greenhouses, training on high tunnel and greenhouse production, and putting
abandoned greenhouses to use could offer season extension capabilities to many farmers.

• Tools for community gardens could allow more small farmers to get started with small
capital.

• Finding farmers market locations with electricity, pavilions, hand washing stations, etc.
would make them more appealing to visitors and capable of hosting events, tastings, and
additional activities.

• Agritourism events and opportunities could be expanded.
• Establishing a location and funding stream for year-round consignment markets/food

cooperatives/commercial kitchens would expand value-added production and offer
consumers a more reliable and available supply of local food products.

• A “market table” at the farmers market can be a first step in food cooperative development
and also offer a stream of funding to the farmers market organizations.

Who will be involved: 

In this foodshed, Extension, small scale farmers, and passionate food and farm vendors at the 
markets are some of the most motivated people. 
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First steps toward foodshed improvement:

Project plan: Market Sustainability through New Income Generation

This year, the Pendleton County Farmers Market would like to expand its income through a 
market table, which will fill multiple purposes and generate income for the farmer’s market 
going forward. The “market table” will not only be a place for the visitors to purchase local 
produce and products, but also a hub where visitors can learn more about area farmers and 
what the farmers market has in store for the year. 

The market has struggled with getting more vendors that sell produce. They believe that this 
market table will offer an opportunity for farmers that don’t want to set up at the market to 
have a place to consign their products and vegetables during market hours. 

Funding would be used to buy start up inventory and that will help to set the stage for future 
market growth and maybe even a permanent storefront location.  Funds will also allow a paid 
opportunity for another coordinator to assist with and manage the “market table”.

Conclusion: 

The Pendleton, Randolph, and Pocahontas Foodshed In West Virginia has relatively 
undeveloped farmers markets with a lot of potential for growth and expansion. In this 
foodshed, there are many highly motivated farmers and community members who come out 
on a regular basis to the farmers market even when they aren’t earning much income. They 
spend their time writing grants, organizing meetings, throwing seed starting parties, growing 
produce and flowers, and other community development activities that benefit their neighbors 
and expand the local food movement. With a little additional resources, time, and money, 
this foodshed can easily take advantage of the already present tourism industry and grow 
exponentially in the coming years.  
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“A foodshed is the geographic area that produces the food for a particular population. The term 
describes a region where food flows from the area that it is produced to the place where it is con-
sumed, including the land it grows on, the route it travels, the markets it passes through, and the 
tables it ends up on. A foodshed is analogous to a watershed in that foodsheds outline the contrib-
uting area and flow of food feeding a particular population, whereas watersheds outline the con-
tributing area and flow of water draining to a particular location”.*

For the purposes of this assessment, foodsheds are defined by county clusters that maintain similari-
ty in the following attributes: culture, geography, proximity to one another, and transportation routes. 

Close, Kendrya. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resiliency Plan. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resil-
iency Plan. June 2015. Web. Foodshedalliance.org. 12 April 2018. 

What is a foodshed?
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Vision for West Virginia Foodsheds

This project has the following goals:

Guiding principles of local food development in 
our region:

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development initiative strives to create local food 
and agricultural expansion that provides access to fresh, affordable, nutritious foods while sup-
porting local farmers, food producers and other small businesses through a diversified economy. 

• Support and build on existing work in the community.
• Increase producers’ capacity to grow, harvest, aggregate, and sell product into a market.
• Encourage and require cross collaboration in county clusters, where resources can be shared

and collective engagement can enhance the work being done.
• Increase local and regional market demand for product.
• Increase low-income populations’ access to fresh product.

Local
Products are grown, raised, processed, and sold locally, statewide, and regionally, increasing posi-
tive economic development in Appalachia.

Supply
Supply of locally produced food is consistent and manageable, not subject to the whims of dis-
tant markets and situations.

Environment
The food supply is farmed in ways that enhances the land and water and builds healthy soils 
while maximizing efficiency and contributing to biodiversity and wildlife.

Community
The food system not only provides economic development, but also creates communities where 
people want and choose to live, work, play, and raise families, encouraging young people to stay 
in West Virginia and drawing new people to the area.

Health
Food that is grown is healthy and nutritious. People have a general knowledge of how to cook, 
shop, prepare, and store healthy foods.
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West Virginia is predominantly rural with a few small metro locations, many small to medi-
um-sized townships, and primarily rural households and communities spread throughout  the 
state. The state lends itself to forest farming. According to the West Virginia Department of 
Commerce, 78% of the state (12 million acres) is covered in forests. Some areas of the state have 
adequate agricultural land in rolling hills and pasture. Others regions have steep terrain. In these 
areas, there is a long history of subsistence gardening. 

There continues to be knowledge of traditional food production and preservation techniques 
among West Virginia’s older generations. A July 2017 census conducted by the U.S. Census Bu-
reau revealed that there are approximately 1,815,857 senior citizens. Many West Virginians are 
just one or two generations removed from agricultural practices.

Statewide Trends 

Awareness of fresh food and health is growing
An increasing number of residents have an understanding of the health implications of pro-
cessed foods and are returning to/ or desire local farm fresh produce that they consumed as 
children, or enjoyed at their grandparents kitchen table. Organizations that work on food de-
velopment and health and resources are directing people to local fresh food.  Several nonprofit 
organizations, universities, extension service, and other service providers, are creating opportu-
nities and mini or accelerator grants that help communities forge healthier activities and access 
to food.

Expanding Farmers markets
The number of farmers markets in West Virginia has been on an incline for several years. There is 
even investment in non-traditional methods of food distribution like consignment farmers mar-
kets, consignment vendors at farmers markets, mobile farmers markets, and pop-up markets. 

An increased number of beginning farmers
Residents are investing energy into farming businesses, some as post retirement passion, hobby 
farms, and young farmers looking to get into a career in farming.  Many people are seeking to put 
time and effort into leading the way for agriculture in West Virginia.

Growth of incubator farm training programs 
Established and beginning incubator programs are helping train a new generation of farmers, 
while filling in the aggregation and distribution needs of our small scale growers.  Many of these 
training programs and food hubs are relatively new, but offer a lot of potential in regional and 
statewide food and farm development.

Season extension is more accessible
Through the local NRCS, farmers and gardeners have been able to add season extension to their 

Snapshot of WV Agriculture
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growing methods through the construction and use of high tunnels, which not only help with 
heating during the early and late months of the season, but also fit in smaller “non-traditional” 
farming spaces like those found in the Appalachian region, in the form of small hollows and 
backyard spaces. 

Placemaking through agriculture
There is an ever growing number of farm-to-table dinners throughout the state. The dinners host 
a series of different themes, chefs, and cultural emphasis. Often there is a special distinction of 
historical or traditional foodways.  Consumers are not only interested in eating farm-fresh meals, 
but the experience of eating dinner in a place that dinner wouldn’t normally be served, such as 
a historical sight or farm. Consumers are also interested in hearing stories from local chefs and 
farmers while supporting local business.

Production on former mining sites
From lavender production to pasture pork, former mining sites are being reclaimed and brought 
into production. This work is teaching and contributing to the body of knowledge about restor-
ing unused lands.

Economic development and diversifying economy
In many small West Virginian communities, the local Economic Development Authority and 
Business Development Authorities are taking some of the most promising leads toward building 
local farmers markets and local food economies. These boards are often comprised of small farm-
ers, who see potential economic development through local food, agriculture, and tourism. 

Emphasis on branding 
Many groups are revamping or creating branding initiatives that emphasize the importance of 
locally grown and made produce and value added products. The WV Department of Agriculture 
is revamping their locally grown food promotional program, WV Grown, and other food hubs 
and groups like Greenbrier Valley Grown have had ongoing initiatives like this. These campaigns 
encourage residents to shop within the state, keeping more dollars in West Virginia.

Policy Initiatives 
In 2018, West Virginia saw bills that streamlined farmers market permitting, supported agritour-
ism businesses by providing limited liability, expanded on farm rabbit processing, and allowed 
additional cottage foods to be made in-home and sold directly to consumers at farmers markets. 
Previous wins include allowing the formation of cooperatives, increasing the limit of on-farm 
poultry processing to 20,000 birds, establishing a farm-to-foodbank credit to provide tax credits 
for farmers who donate or sell fresh produce to food banks, and allowing the distribution of raw 
milk through herdshare agreements. 
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What is a specialty crop?

Specialty crops are the produce items that you commonly think of when you picture a local farmers 
market, like corn, green beans, tomatoes, other vegetables. The specialty crop category also covers 
items like mushrooms, honey, and tree nuts. Local organizations like the WV Food & Farm Co-
alition, the WV Farmers Market Association, and the WV Dept of Agriculture are often assisting 
and working with farmers that grow and sell these types of products. They are considered a 
staple of local food production and development.

Findings from the Small Farms Viability Study

Between 2016 and 2017, WV Foodlink carried out a study called, “Bringing Our Farms Into Fo-
cus”  on behalf of the West Virginia Food & Farm Coalition to determine the major barriers and 
areas for growth for specialty crop producers in the state. The study revealed that there is enor-
mous potential for small farms to diversify. The ample amount of land that the average farmer 
has access to means that they have enough space to grow a bigger variety of specialty crops. 
According to the study, the average farm size in West Virginia is 92 acres with just 3.3 acres pro-
ducing specialty crops and 6.2 acres in pasture land.  

Income barriers that keep farmers from growing

In West Virginia, the revenues of small farms can be as low as $5,000 gross yearly revenue. With 
79% of farmers, according to this study, making less than $50,000 in yearly gross revenue, 
means that farm businesses have no room to invest and grow

There is a lot of variation in specialty crop production, with some farms of the commercial vari-
ety bringing home $100,000 a year and others less than $10,000. Because of these broad differ-
ences, what is important to each farmer and the decision they make are highly variable.

The majority of farmers growing specialty food crops are just beginning or have young farm 
businesses, anywhere from five years to 20 years in business.

Part time farmers are common in West Virginia.  According to the WV Foodlink study, 69% of 
farmers had income from others sources, and farm generated income accounted for only 28% 
of their household income, and 1 in 3 farmers had retirement income to rely on.

Full time farmers are rare in the state, with only 1 in 5 actually supporting their families entirely 
with farm income, and reported gross revenues total just $40,933.

Specialty Crops

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Farmer Assessment of Specialty Food Crop Markets in WV

Market Pros Cons

#1 Farmers’ Markets • Most profitable
• Consistent
• Personal relationships with

customers
• Large customer base
• Direct cash sales (no

middlemen)

• Increasing competition from
major retailers and new
farmers

• Customer base and income
level can vary for markets

• Time consuming
• Vendor boards can be too

political
• Limited consumer base in WV

#2 Farm Stands/ 
Direct Delivery

• Direct sales model
• Maintain relationships with

community and customers
• Deliveries are efficient use of

time
• Don’t have to vend at a market

all day
• Can vend on own terms

without interference
• No nearby competition

• Difficult to attract/ grow
business

• Logistically difficult as
number of customers increase
(deliveries)

#3 Wholesale
(Hubs, Grocers, Institutions)

• High volume potential
• Reliable source of income
• Less labor intensive (don’t

have to vend at a farmers’ 
market or participate in direct
sales)

• Can reach wider group of
customers

• Strict regulations (packaging/
processing, liability insurance)

• Loss of contact with
consumers

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets

• Slimmer margins
• Competing on price with

larger corporate agriculture
• Hard to manage relationships

- difficult goals and views,
coordination

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets
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Market Pros Cons

#4  CSA
(Community Supported 
Agriculture Shares)

• Get paid in advance
• Reliable source of income
• Marketing through

word-of-mouth

• High labor and marketing
demands

• High quality expectations
• High administrative

responsibilities (collecting
money, distributing food,
coordinating dropoffs/
deliveries)

• Retaining customers is difficult
• Crop failure is a major threat

#5 Restaurants • Personal relationship with
buyer

• Margins better than other
wholesale clients

• High volume

• Some chefs are hard to work
with (unreliable or misleading)

• Price negotiations are difficult
• Keeping up with demand
• Difficult to anticipate what

restaurants will want in
advance of harvest, only
interested in specialized
products

• Growing competition

*Assessment based upon surveys with 141 specialty food crop producers in West Virginia in 2017. Survey results reflect a bias to-
ward market types that specialty food crop producers most commonly sell within. Overall, specialty food crop farmers are less fre-
quently engaged in selling through CSA and Wholesale channels (Hubs, Grocers, and Institutional). Pros and Cons analysis derived
from qualitative responses to the survey from farmers who participate or have decided not to participate in these market types.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Barriers to Growth: Production and Market Risks

According to Bringing Our Farms Into Focus, there are several overlapping factors that create 
barriers for many farmers in the state. However, 23% of farmers surveyed for this study reported 
no barriers to growth.  

Barriers that were frequently cited include:

• Production risks including weather events, yields, labor-time, personal health, operating
costs, technological needs and the need to diversify production and market
participation simultaneously.

• Logistical issues including (reliable) transportation, value-adding infrastructure
(packhouse, slaughterhouse, cold storage), farmers’ market scheduling, regulatory burden
(certificates and permits), insurance costs and access to arable, adequate land.

• Market risks  including rising competition and oversaturation of local food production
for a “shrinking pie” of high income consumers within what is generally a low-income
population. Growers repeatedly remarked that there are “not enough people” to buy local
produce within WV and several full-time growers argued that part of the problem was
part-time growers were driving up competition. Competition clauses also serve to protect
markets from having too much of
one product.

• Interest, time and personal well-being were also frequently referenced as major barriers
to growth. Grower households are caught up in the double bind of needing off-farm
employment to supplement income and struggling with the high costs of production.
These growers described reaching a breaking point where expanding production and
diversifying markets simply was not “worth it” to them. In other words, the returns did not
warrant expending additional effort or taking on additional risk.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Gilmer, Braxton, Webster Foodshed

Snapshot of the foodshed

The cluster of Braxton, Gilmer, and Webster is located in central West Virginia with Interstate 79 
passing through or in proximity to the three counties. The landscape in this foodshed includes 
many hollows, forested land, and small rivers that meander through. There are primarily small 
towns in this foodshed , making it a rural population overall. 

Map sourced from www.worldatlas.com
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Important organizations/groups in this region

Extension plays a very large role in the development and engagement of the local food 
industry.  In some towns there are community development organizations that are 
spearheading growth of farmers markets.

County profiles of food access

The WVU Foodlink at WVU’s Food Justice Lab has developed county profiles for each of West 
Virginia’s 55 counties, documenting statistics on poverty and food access. The FJL has also 
used GIS mapping tools to map locations and proximity to food sources like grocery stores, 
convenience stores, and food pantries. It is with this knowledge that we assess the status of 
food access in the county clusters of this foodshed. 

Potential for Local Food: With 1,168 farms in production in this foodshed, farm production 
with existing land is economically viable. Like many of the other foodsheds, all four of the 
counties have local food adjacent industry clusters, such as tourism and the service industry, 
ranked. Cross-sector development and agritourism is certainly viable in this region with its 
close proximity to Interstate 79.

Gilmer
Population in 2014 was 8,618, with 1,140 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 2 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 31%, unemployment rate was at 6.3%, and the 
median income was $35,344 in 2013.

Braxton
Population in 2014 was 14,463, with 3,404 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 14 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 22%, unemployment rate was at 9.2%, and the 
median income was $35,296 in 2013.

Webster
Population in 2014 was 8,834, with 2,848 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 4 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 27%, unemployment rate was at 8.6%, and the 
median income is $31,805 in 2013.

WV Foodlink County Profiles. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 2018. Web. 15 April 2018.
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Community Assessment Review

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development project worked within foodsheds 
across the state, holding community meetings with area farmers, local leadership, extension 
agents and farmers market managers to assess the needs and potential each area has to offer 
to local food system development work. In addition to interviews and group conversations, 
valuable information was gathered through a foodshed assessment tool devised by the 
Conservation Fund. The following information is an aggregated collection and summary of 
the gathered information. These are solely the opinions of the individuals partaking in the 
assessment. 

Food sources
The rural nature of this foodshed means that there are areas where convenience stores are an 
essential source of food. Many rural families also grow and preserve their own food, creating 
some food sovereignty in the area. Food access programs like SNAP, WIC, school breakfast and 
lunch, summer feeding programs, and the local food pantries are heavily relied upon in 
this area.

Places to buy locally produced products 
There are a few small farmers markets located in the county cluster where residents can 
purchase locally grown food. A lot of families grow extra produce in their gardens and give it 
away at church and to other community members. There is a strong tradition of taking care of 
one’s neighbors. Many farms participate in direct-to-consumer and on-farm sales to 
community members.

Leadership
WVU Extension is one of the biggest leaders of local food development in the area 
accompanied by a small group of motivated community members.

Health
The community assessment of the diet and health of the residents in this area was rated as fair.
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Strengths

• Food bank offers support for struggling families
• People in the community care about one another
• Access to a grocery stores in some places
• FFA programs and other youth groups are engaged and vibrant

Barriers

• It can be difficult to get community members to take advantage of support programs and
grants (like NRCS high tunnels)

• Getting resident to eat healthy is a challenge
• Many people in this area have limited income and resources
• Travel networks are not very developed. It floods often and some low-income residents

don’t have access to reliable transportation.
• Community members have lost connection with the land over the years and are unaware of

how to sustain themselves and their families.
• There is a lack of farmers and producers growing local food
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“A foodshed is the geographic area that produces the food for a particular population. The term 
describes a region where food flows from the area that it is produced to the place where it is con-
sumed, including the land it grows on, the route it travels, the markets it passes through, and the 
tables it ends up on. A foodshed is analogous to a watershed in that foodsheds outline the contrib-
uting area and flow of food feeding a particular population, whereas watersheds outline the con-
tributing area and flow of water draining to a particular location”.*

For the purposes of this assessment, foodsheds are defined by county clusters that maintain similari-
ty in the following attributes: culture, geography, proximity to one another, and transportation routes. 

Close, Kendrya. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resiliency Plan. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resil-
iency Plan. June 2015. Web. Foodshedalliance.org. 12 April 2018. 

What is a foodshed?
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Vision for West Virginia Foodsheds

This project has the following goals:

Guiding principles of local food development in 
our region:

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development initiative strives to create local food 
and agricultural expansion that provides access to fresh, affordable, nutritious foods while sup-
porting local farmers, food producers and other small businesses through a diversified economy. 

• Support and build on existing work in the community.
• Increase producers’ capacity to grow, harvest, aggregate, and sell product into a market.
• Encourage and require cross collaboration in county clusters, where resources can be shared

and collective engagement can enhance the work being done.
• Increase local and regional market demand for product.
• Increase low-income populations’ access to fresh product.

Local
Products are grown, raised, processed, and sold locally, statewide, and regionally, increasing posi-
tive economic development in Appalachia.

Supply
Supply of locally produced food is consistent and manageable, not subject to the whims of dis-
tant markets and situations.

Environment
The food supply is farmed in ways that enhances the land and water and builds healthy soils 
while maximizing efficiency and contributing to biodiversity and wildlife.

Community
The food system not only provides economic development, but also creates communities where 
people want and choose to live, work, play, and raise families, encouraging young people to stay 
in West Virginia and drawing new people to the area.

Health
Food that is grown is healthy and nutritious. People have a general knowledge of how to cook, 
shop, prepare, and store healthy foods.
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West Virginia is predominantly rural with a few small metro locations, many small to medi-
um-sized townships, and primarily rural households and communities spread throughout  the 
state. The state lends itself to forest farming. According to the West Virginia Department of 
Commerce, 78% of the state (12 million acres) is covered in forests. Some areas of the state have 
adequate agricultural land in rolling hills and pasture. Others regions have steep terrain. In these 
areas, there is a long history of subsistence gardening. 

There continues to be knowledge of traditional food production and preservation techniques 
among West Virginia’s older generations. A July 2017 census conducted by the U.S. Census Bu-
reau revealed that there are approximately 1,815,857 senior citizens. Many West Virginians are 
just one or two generations removed from agricultural practices.

Statewide Trends 

Awareness of fresh food and health is growing
An increasing number of residents have an understanding of the health implications of pro-
cessed foods and are returning to/ or desire local farm fresh produce that they consumed as 
children, or enjoyed at their grandparents kitchen table. Organizations that work on food de-
velopment and health and resources are directing people to local fresh food.  Several nonprofit 
organizations, universities, extension service, and other service providers, are creating opportu-
nities and mini or accelerator grants that help communities forge healthier activities and access 
to food.

Expanding Farmers markets
The number of farmers markets in West Virginia has been on an incline for several years. There is 
even investment in non-traditional methods of food distribution like consignment farmers mar-
kets, consignment vendors at farmers markets, mobile farmers markets, and pop-up markets. 

An increased number of beginning farmers
Residents are investing energy into farming businesses, some as post retirement passion, hobby 
farms, and young farmers looking to get into a career in farming.  Many people are seeking to put 
time and effort into leading the way for agriculture in West Virginia.

Growth of incubator farm training programs 
Established and beginning incubator programs are helping train a new generation of farmers, 
while filling in the aggregation and distribution needs of our small scale growers.  Many of these 
training programs and food hubs are relatively new, but offer a lot of potential in regional and 
statewide food and farm development.

Season extension is more accessible
Through the local NRCS, farmers and gardeners have been able to add season extension to their 

Snapshot of WV Agriculture
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growing methods through the construction and use of high tunnels, which not only help with 
heating during the early and late months of the season, but also fit in smaller “non-traditional” 
farming spaces like those found in the Appalachian region, in the form of small hollows and 
backyard spaces. 

Placemaking through agriculture
There is an ever growing number of farm-to-table dinners throughout the state. The dinners host 
a series of different themes, chefs, and cultural emphasis. Often there is a special distinction of 
historical or traditional foodways.  Consumers are not only interested in eating farm-fresh meals, 
but the experience of eating dinner in a place that dinner wouldn’t normally be served, such as 
a historical sight or farm. Consumers are also interested in hearing stories from local chefs and 
farmers while supporting local business.

Production on former mining sites
From lavender production to pasture pork, former mining sites are being reclaimed and brought 
into production. This work is teaching and contributing to the body of knowledge about restor-
ing unused lands.

Economic development and diversifying economy
In many small West Virginian communities, the local Economic Development Authority and 
Business Development Authorities are taking some of the most promising leads toward building 
local farmers markets and local food economies. These boards are often comprised of small farm-
ers, who see potential economic development through local food, agriculture, and tourism. 

Emphasis on branding 
Many groups are revamping or creating branding initiatives that emphasize the importance of 
locally grown and made produce and value added products. The WV Department of Agriculture 
is revamping their locally grown food promotional program, WV Grown, and other food hubs 
and groups like Greenbrier Valley Grown have had ongoing initiatives like this. These campaigns 
encourage residents to shop within the state, keeping more dollars in West Virginia.

Policy Initiatives 
In 2018, West Virginia saw bills that streamlined farmers market permitting, supported agritour-
ism businesses by providing limited liability, expanded on farm rabbit processing, and allowed 
additional cottage foods to be made in-home and sold directly to consumers at farmers markets. 
Previous wins include allowing the formation of cooperatives, increasing the limit of on-farm 
poultry processing to 20,000 birds, establishing a farm-to-foodbank credit to provide tax credits 
for farmers who donate or sell fresh produce to food banks, and allowing the distribution of raw 
milk through herdshare agreements. 
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What is a specialty crop?

Specialty crops are the produce items that you commonly think of when you picture a local farmers 
market, like corn, green beans, tomatoes, other vegetables. The specialty crop category also covers 
items like mushrooms, honey, and tree nuts. Local organizations like the WV Food & Farm Co-
alition, the WV Farmers Market Association, and the WV Dept of Agriculture are often assisting 
and working with farmers that grow and sell these types of products. They are considered a 
staple of local food production and development.

Findings from the Small Farms Viability Study

Between 2016 and 2017, WV Foodlink carried out a study called, “Bringing Our Farms Into Fo-
cus”  on behalf of the West Virginia Food & Farm Coalition to determine the major barriers and 
areas for growth for specialty crop producers in the state. The study revealed that there is enor-
mous potential for small farms to diversify. The ample amount of land that the average farmer 
has access to means that they have enough space to grow a bigger variety of specialty crops. 
According to the study, the average farm size in West Virginia is 92 acres with just 3.3 acres pro-
ducing specialty crops and 6.2 acres in pasture land.  

Income barriers that keep farmers from growing

In West Virginia, the revenues of small farms can be as low as $5,000 gross yearly revenue. With 
79% of farmers, according to this study, making less than $50,000 in yearly gross revenue, 
means that farm businesses have no room to invest and grow

There is a lot of variation in specialty crop production, with some farms of the commercial vari-
ety bringing home $100,000 a year and others less than $10,000. Because of these broad differ-
ences, what is important to each farmer and the decision they make are highly variable.

The majority of farmers growing specialty food crops are just beginning or have young farm 
businesses, anywhere from five years to 20 years in business.

Part time farmers are common in West Virginia.  According to the WV Foodlink study, 69% of 
farmers had income from others sources, and farm generated income accounted for only 28% 
of their household income, and 1 in 3 farmers had retirement income to rely on.

Full time farmers are rare in the state, with only 1 in 5 actually supporting their families entirely 
with farm income, and reported gross revenues total just $40,933.

Specialty Crops

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018. 
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Farmer Assessment of Specialty Food Crop Markets in WV

Market Pros Cons

#1 Farmers’ Markets • Most profitable
• Consistent
• Personal relationships with

customers
• Large customer base
• Direct cash sales (no

middlemen)

• Increasing competition from
major retailers and new
farmers

• Customer base and income
level can vary for markets

• Time consuming
• Vendor boards can be too

political
• Limited consumer base in WV

#2 Farm Stands/ 
Direct Delivery

• Direct sales model
• Maintain relationships with

community and customers
• Deliveries are efficient use of

time
• Don’t have to vend at a market

all day
• Can vend on own terms

without interference
• No nearby competition

• Difficult to attract/ grow
business

• Logistically difficult as
number of customers increase
(deliveries)

#3 Wholesale
(Hubs, Grocers, Institutions)

• High volume potential
• Reliable source of income
• Less labor intensive (don’t

have to vend at a farmers’ 
market or participate in direct
sales)

• Can reach wider group of
customers

• Strict regulations (packaging/
processing, liability insurance)

• Loss of contact with
consumers

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets

• Slimmer margins
• Competing on price with

larger corporate agriculture
• Hard to manage relationships

- difficult goals and views,
coordination

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets
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Market Pros Cons

#4  CSA
(Community Supported 
Agriculture Shares)

• Get paid in advance
• Reliable source of income
• Marketing through

word-of-mouth

• High labor and marketing
demands

• High quality expectations
• High administrative

responsibilities (collecting
money, distributing food,
coordinating dropoffs/
deliveries)

• Retaining customers is difficult
• Crop failure is a major threat

#5 Restaurants • Personal relationship with
buyer

• Margins better than other
wholesale clients

• High volume

• Some chefs are hard to work
with (unreliable or misleading)

• Price negotiations are difficult
• Keeping up with demand
• Difficult to anticipate what

restaurants will want in
advance of harvest, only
interested in specialized
products

• Growing competition

*Assessment based upon surveys with 141 specialty food crop producers in West Virginia in 2017. Survey results reflect a bias to-
ward market types that specialty food crop producers most commonly sell within. Overall, specialty food crop farmers are less fre-
quently engaged in selling through CSA and Wholesale channels (Hubs, Grocers, and Institutional). Pros and Cons analysis derived
from qualitative responses to the survey from farmers who participate or have decided not to participate in these market types.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018. 



Barriers to Growth: Production and Market Risks

According to Bringing Our Farms Into Focus, there are several overlapping factors that create 
barriers for many farmers in the state. However, 23% of farmers surveyed for this study reported 
no barriers to growth.  

Barriers that were frequently cited include:

• Production risks including weather events, yields, labor-time, personal health, operating
costs, technological needs and the need to diversify production and market
participation simultaneously.

• Logistical issues including (reliable) transportation, value-adding infrastructure
(packhouse, slaughterhouse, cold storage), farmers’ market scheduling, regulatory burden
(certificates and permits), insurance costs and access to arable, adequate land.

• Market risks  including rising competition and oversaturation of local food production
for a “shrinking pie” of high income consumers within what is generally a low-income
population. Growers repeatedly remarked that there are “not enough people” to buy local
produce within WV and several full-time growers argued that part of the problem was
part-time growers were driving up competition. Competition clauses also serve to protect
markets from having too much of
one product.

• Interest, time and personal well-being were also frequently referenced as major barriers
to growth. Grower households are caught up in the double bind of needing off-farm
employment to supplement income and struggling with the high costs of production.
These growers described reaching a breaking point where expanding production and
diversifying markets simply was not “worth it” to them. In other words, the returns did not
warrant expending additional effort or taking on additional risk.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Snapshot of the foodshed

The cluster of Doddridge, Harrison, and Ritchie counties is located in the north-central section 
of the state, not far from Morgantown and West Virginia University. Parts of these counties are 
forested and parts have more open fields. There are many valleys and hollows throughout parts 
of this foodshed. 

Main interstate corridor of I-79 passes through this foodshed, connecting it to other metro 
parts of the state. Bridgeport and Clarksburg have larger populations than most other towns in 
the state.

There is also oil and gas production in this area that provides career opportunities for some 
locals and brings in transient workers to the area.

Ritchie, Doddridge, and Harrison Foodshed

Map sourced from www.worldatlas.com
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Important organizations/groups in this region

Bridgeport Farmers Market and other farmers markets, WVU Extension, small and medium 
sized farmers.

County profiles of food access

The West Virginia University Foodlink Project at WVU’s Food Justice Lab developed country 
profiles for each of West Virginia’s 55 counties, documenting statistics on poverty and food 
access. The Food Justice Lab also used GIS mapping tools to map locations and proximity 
to food sources like grocery stores, convenience stores, and food pantries. This knowledge 
contributes to the overall picture of food access, poverty, and health in the foodshed.

Potential for Local Food: This foodshed has 1,558 production farms on file with the USDA 
Agriculture census, so farming could be an economically viable option for diversification. 
Additionally, Doddridge and Harrison counties both have strong vibrant farmers markets. In 
particular, the Bridgeport market in Harrison County is a weekly market hosting events and 
local food fundraisers. Many restaurants in the Fairmont area buy local food and would like to 
invest in more local farmers. 

Ritchie
Population in 2014 was 10,011, with 1,931 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 7 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 19%, unemployment rate was at 6.1%, and the 
median income was $38,147 in 2013.

Doddridge
Population in 2014 was 8,391, with 1,356 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 4 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 18%, unemployment rate was at 4.9%, and the 
median income was $39,399 in 2013. 

Harrison
Population in 2014 was 68,761, with 10,853 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. 
There are 20 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 16%, unemployment rate was at 5.3%, 
and the median income was $42,197 in 2013.

WV Foodlink County Profiles. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 2018. Web. 15 April 2018.
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Community Assessment Review

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development project worked within foodsheds 
across the state, holding community meetings with area farmers, local leadership, extension 
agents and farmers market managers to assess the needs and potential each area has to offer 
to local food system development work. In addition to interviews and group conversations, 
valuable information was gathered through a foodshed assessment tool devised by the 
Conservation Fund. The following information is an aggregated collection and summary of 
the gathered information. These are solely the opinions of the individuals partaking in the 
assessment. 

Food sources
Within this foodshed people are relying primarily on small grocery stores, gas stations, 
convenience stores, and food pantries. People with access to vehicles can travel to get to large 
chain grocery stores. Many people in the area rely heavily on food access programs like SNAP, 
WIC, school breakfast and lunch, summer feeding programs, and the local food pantries. There 
is some use of family home gardens and especially hunting to provide sources of food for 
the community. Meals on Wheels and Packs-A-Plenty programs are working to address food 
insecurity in the area.

Places to buy locally produced products 
Most local food purchased in the area is at farmers markets. Bridgeport Farmers Market is a 
well developed market of 50-60 vendors that sees hundreds of customers at each market. In 
other areas of the foodshed, the farmers markets are much smaller and need some additional 
resources and attention in order to see growth. Many farmers in this area will travel long 
distances to sell at the BFM, some choosing to vend at that market over their own town’s 
market. Some farmers in this area also travel to Capital Market in Charleston to sell their 
products.

Leadership
Local farmers really take most of the leadership in this area, organizing into groups and along 
side Extension in some parts of the foodshed.

Health
The community assessment of health of the resident of this area varies from good to poor. 
Some incomes are higher in more densely populated portions of the foodshed, and residents 
in those locations have the additional income to spend on healthier food.
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Strengths

• Bridgeport Farmers Market provides viable income for many farmers in the area.
• The youth are motivated and show a lot of potential as leaders of future food movements.
• Farmers markets provide some variety in produce options that aren’t found at the grocery

stores and can help to expand consumers’ palettes.
• Some farmers in the area have been able to scale up through the growth and income

opportunities offered by various farmers markets.

Barriers

• Big farm corporations can take over markets and push small farmers out in some places.
• It can be difficult to get community members to change their habits around eating and

shopping.
• Some parts of the community are accustomed to the “meat and potato” diet, so more exotic

varieties of vegetables and lettuce aren’t consumed regularly.
• People can be resistant to change.
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Foodshed Improvement Plan

Top three issues identified:

1. Resistance to Change
In many parts of the foodshed resident described a “resistance to change” by the local
community on many different levels including eating varieties of product they are not
accustomed to, shopping at farmers markets over large chain stores, and attending events
and activities.

2. Scaling Up
Many farmers in this foodshed have begun the process of scaling up to meet the growing
demand for locally grown foods. These medium sized farmers have invested a lot of money
and time into growth of their small businesses, but cite factors like equipment cost as
barriers to further growth. These unknowns can cause some farmers to become stagnant
and not reach their full potential.

3. Market fluctuations
There is a lot of movement of produce around the state when farmers travel to other
markets to sell their own produce or purchase fruits and vegetables from large scale
growers in distant areas to then resell at the local farmers markets. This can cause issues and
price out local competition.

How solutions will help:

The communities in this foodshed have been resistant to change over the years, but offering 
opportunities for residents to experience new varieties of fruits and vegetables, experience 
farm-to-table meals, and tap into the culturally appropriate foods of the last few generations 
would help to spur economic growth around local food. It would also offer added health 
outcomes for community members consuming more fresh produce.

As farmers scale up across the foodshed, they sometimes reach growth plateaus where they 
stagnate due to a lack of capital, markets, and resources. An influx of equipment access 
through mini-grants or cooperative sharing of farm and processing implements could create 
new opportunities for business growth. Accessibility to year-round products would be highly 
beneficial for retaining customers. 

Farmers in this foodshed addressed issues with a lack of community awareness of where 
their food is grown. A locally-grown branding initiative, maybe county by county or foodshed 
specific, could raise awareness around food production in the area. It would also offer an added 
benefit of increased pride and enthusiasm for local places.
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Potential solutions: 

Community members addressed potential solutions to the issues above that could help to 
propel the foodshed local foods development forward. 

1. Drawing more customers to the market will help expand sales for area farmers. This can be
done through events, activities, and entertainment. Exciting activities like cookoff events,
kids days, and food truck sales at farmers market could bring more people in to experience
and shop.

2. A Farmer Appreciation agriculture day could help local community members meet and get
to know their farmers and could allow opportunities for community involvement in the
market.

3. Pairing markets with local events like 4th of July celebrations would be a good way to
connect with the community in the spaces they already visit and enjoy.

4. Addressing equipment and cold storage needs of farmers could offer opportunities to scale
up.

Who will be involved: 

In this foodshed, Extension, small and medium scale farmers, and passionate food and farm 
vendors at the markets are integral to the implementation of these solutions. There are also 
highly motivated farmers market managers, farmers market advisory committees, and farmers 
market board members who help keep things organized and moving forward.

First steps toward foodshed improvement:

Project plan: Farmer’s Market Opening Day Event to Connect with the Community 

The communities in this foodshed have been resistant to change over the years, but offering 
opportunities for residents to experience new varieties of fruits and vegetables, experience 
farm-to-table meals, and tap into the culturally appropriate foods of the last few generations 
would help to spur economic growth around local food. It would also offer added health 
outcomes for community members consuming more fresh produce.

As farmers scale up across the foodshed, they sometimes reach growth plateaus where they 
stagnate due to a lack of capital, markets, and resources. An influx of equipment access 
through mini-grants or cooperative sharing of farm and processing implements could create 
new opportunities for business growth. Accessibility to year-round products would be highly 
beneficial for retaining customers. 

Farmers in this foodshed addressed issues with a lack of community awareness of where 
their food is grown. A locally-grown branding initiative, maybe county by county or foodshed 
specific, could raise awareness around food production in the area. It would also offer an added 
benefit of increased pride and enthusiasm for local places.
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Conclusion: 

The Doddridge, Harrison, and Ritchie County Foodshed In West Virginia has a large variety 
of farmers markets, some developed and generating significant income for the vendors, and 
others operating with limited success. Community members within this foodshed identified 
the development of farmers markets and the ability to scale up through wholesale and larger 
opportunities as good ways to move the local food movement forward. There are high rates of 
poverty in many parts of the foodshed, so finding ways to pair food assistance programs with 
the market sales will both support farmers and increase the overall health of the community. 
There are also areas of this foodshed with higher than average incomes and lots of dollars 
being spent from oil and gas industry employees, so marketing local foods to those customers 
could be highly beneficial for the foodshed.  
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“A foodshed is the geographic area that produces the food for a particular population. The term 
describes a region where food flows from the area that it is produced to the place where it is con-
sumed, including the land it grows on, the route it travels, the markets it passes through, and the 
tables it ends up on. A foodshed is analogous to a watershed in that foodsheds outline the contrib-
uting area and flow of food feeding a particular population, whereas watersheds outline the con-
tributing area and flow of water draining to a particular location”.*

For the purposes of this assessment, foodsheds are defined by county clusters that maintain similari-
ty in the following attributes: culture, geography, proximity to one another, and transportation routes. 

Close, Kendrya. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resiliency Plan. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resil-
iency Plan. June 2015. Web. Foodshedalliance.org. 12 April 2018. 

What is a foodshed?
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Vision for West Virginia Foodsheds

This project has the following goals:

Guiding principles of local food development in 
our region:

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development initiative strives to create local food 
and agricultural expansion that provides access to fresh, affordable, nutritious foods while sup-
porting local farmers, food producers and other small businesses through a diversified economy. 

• Support and build on existing work in the community.
• Increase producers’ capacity to grow, harvest, aggregate, and sell product into a market.
• Encourage and require cross collaboration in county clusters, where resources can be shared

and collective engagement can enhance the work being done.
• Increase local and regional market demand for product.
• Increase low-income populations’ access to fresh product.

Local
Products are grown, raised, processed, and sold locally, statewide, and regionally, increasing posi-
tive economic development in Appalachia.

Supply
Supply of locally produced food is consistent and manageable, not subject to the whims of dis-
tant markets and situations.

Environment
The food supply is farmed in ways that enhances the land and water and builds healthy soils 
while maximizing efficiency and contributing to biodiversity and wildlife.

Community
The food system not only provides economic development, but also creates communities where 
people want and choose to live, work, play, and raise families, encouraging young people to stay 
in West Virginia and drawing new people to the area.

Health
Food that is grown is healthy and nutritious. People have a general knowledge of how to cook, 
shop, prepare, and store healthy foods.
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West Virginia is predominantly rural with a few small metro locations, many small to medi-
um-sized townships, and primarily rural households and communities spread throughout  the 
state. The state lends itself to forest farming. According to the West Virginia Department of 
Commerce, 78% of the state (12 million acres) is covered in forests. Some areas of the state have 
adequate agricultural land in rolling hills and pasture. Others regions have steep terrain. In these 
areas, there is a long history of subsistence gardening. 

There continues to be knowledge of traditional food production and preservation techniques 
among West Virginia’s older generations. A July 2017 census conducted by the U.S. Census Bu-
reau revealed that there are approximately 1,815,857 senior citizens. Many West Virginians are 
just one or two generations removed from agricultural practices.

Statewide Trends 
 

Awareness of fresh food and health is growing
An increasing number of residents have an understanding of the health implications of pro-
cessed foods and are returning to/ or desire local farm fresh produce that they consumed as 
children, or enjoyed at their grandparents kitchen table. Organizations that work on food de-
velopment and health and resources are directing people to local fresh food.  Several nonprofit 
organizations, universities, extension service, and other service providers, are creating opportu-
nities and mini or accelerator grants that help communities forge healthier activities and access 
to food.

Expanding Farmers markets
The number of farmers markets in West Virginia has been on an incline for several years. There is 
even investment in non-traditional methods of food distribution like consignment farmers mar-
kets, consignment vendors at farmers markets, mobile farmers markets, and pop-up markets. 

An increased number of beginning farmers
Residents are investing energy into farming businesses, some as post retirement passion, hobby 
farms, and young farmers looking to get into a career in farming.  Many people are seeking to put 
time and effort into leading the way for agriculture in West Virginia.

Growth of incubator farm training programs 
Established and beginning incubator programs are helping train a new generation of farmers, 
while filling in the aggregation and distribution needs of our small scale growers.  Many of these 
training programs and food hubs are relatively new, but offer a lot of potential in regional and 
statewide food and farm development.

Season extension is more accessible
Through the local NRCS, farmers and gardeners have been able to add season extension to their 

Snapshot of WV Agriculture
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growing methods through the construction and use of high tunnels, which not only help with 
heating during the early and late months of the season, but also fit in smaller “non-traditional” 
farming spaces like those found in the Appalachian region, in the form of small hollows and 
backyard spaces. 

Placemaking through agriculture
There is an ever growing number of farm-to-table dinners throughout the state. The dinners host 
a series of different themes, chefs, and cultural emphasis. Often there is a special distinction of 
historical or traditional foodways.  Consumers are not only interested in eating farm-fresh meals, 
but the experience of eating dinner in a place that dinner wouldn’t normally be served, such as 
a historical sight or farm. Consumers are also interested in hearing stories from local chefs and 
farmers while supporting local business.

Production on former mining sites
From lavender production to pasture pork, former mining sites are being reclaimed and brought 
into production. This work is teaching and contributing to the body of knowledge about restor-
ing unused lands.

Economic development and diversifying economy
In many small West Virginian communities, the local Economic Development Authority and 
Business Development Authorities are taking some of the most promising leads toward building 
local farmers markets and local food economies. These boards are often comprised of small farm-
ers, who see potential economic development through local food, agriculture, and tourism. 

Emphasis on branding 
Many groups are revamping or creating branding initiatives that emphasize the importance of 
locally grown and made produce and value added products. The WV Department of Agriculture 
is revamping their locally grown food promotional program, WV Grown, and other food hubs 
and groups like Greenbrier Valley Grown have had ongoing initiatives like this. These campaigns 
encourage residents to shop within the state, keeping more dollars in West Virginia.

Policy Initiatives 
In 2018, West Virginia saw bills that streamlined farmers market permitting, supported agritour-
ism businesses by providing limited liability, expanded on farm rabbit processing, and allowed 
additional cottage foods to be made in-home and sold directly to consumers at farmers markets. 
Previous wins include allowing the formation of cooperatives, increasing the limit of on-farm 
poultry processing to 20,000 birds, establishing a farm-to-foodbank credit to provide tax credits 
for farmers who donate or sell fresh produce to food banks, and allowing the distribution of raw 
milk through herdshare agreements. 
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What is a specialty crop?

Specialty crops are the produce items that you commonly think of when you picture a local farmers 
market, like corn, green beans, tomatoes, other vegetables. The specialty crop category also covers 
items like mushrooms, honey, and tree nuts. Local organizations like the WV Food & Farm Co-
alition, the WV Farmers Market Association, and the WV Dept of Agriculture are often assisting 
and working with farmers that grow and sell these types of products. They are considered a 
staple of local food production and development.

Findings from the Small Farms Viability Study

Between 2016 and 2017, WV Foodlink carried out a study called, “Bringing Our Farms Into Fo-
cus”  on behalf of the West Virginia Food & Farm Coalition to determine the major barriers and 
areas for growth for specialty crop producers in the state. The study revealed that there is enor-
mous potential for small farms to diversify. The ample amount of land that the average farmer 
has access to means that they have enough space to grow a bigger variety of specialty crops. 
According to the study, the average farm size in West Virginia is 92 acres with just 3.3 acres pro-
ducing specialty crops and 6.2 acres in pasture land.  

Income barriers that keep farmers from growing

In West Virginia, the revenues of small farms can be as low as $5,000 gross yearly revenue. With 
79% of farmers, according to this study, making less than $50,000 in yearly gross revenue, 
means that farm businesses have no room to invest and grow

There is a lot of variation in specialty crop production, with some farms of the commercial vari-
ety bringing home $100,000 a year and others less than $10,000. Because of these broad differ-
ences, what is important to each farmer and the decision they make are highly variable.

The majority of farmers growing specialty food crops are just beginning or have young farm 
businesses, anywhere from five years to 20 years in business.

Part time farmers are common in West Virginia.  According to the WV Foodlink study, 69% of 
farmers had income from others sources, and farm generated income accounted for only 28% 
of their household income, and 1 in 3 farmers had retirement income to rely on.

Full time farmers are rare in the state, with only 1 in 5 actually supporting their families entirely 
with farm income, and reported gross revenues total just $40,933.

Specialty Crops

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018. 
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Farmer Assessment of Specialty Food Crop Markets in WV

Market Pros Cons

#1 Farmers’ Markets • Most profitable  
• Consistent
• Personal relationships with 

customers
• Large customer base
• Direct cash sales (no 

middlemen)

• Increasing competition from 
major retailers and new 
farmers

• Customer base and income 
level can vary for markets

• Time consuming
• Vendor boards can be too 

political 
• Limited consumer base in WV

#2 Farm Stands/ 
Direct Delivery

• Direct sales model
• Maintain relationships with 

community and customers
• Deliveries are efficient use of 

time
• Don’t have to vend at a market 

all day
• Can vend on own terms 

without interference  
• No nearby competition 

• Difficult to attract/ grow 
business

• Logistically difficult as 
number of customers increase 
(deliveries)

#3 Wholesale
(Hubs, Grocers, Institutions)

• High volume potential
• Reliable source of income
• Less labor intensive (don’t 

have to vend at a farmers’ 
market or participate in direct 
sales)

• Can reach wider group of 
customers

• Strict regulations (packaging/ 
processing, liability insurance)

• Loss of contact with 
consumers

• Food hubs can undercut 
weekend farmers markets

• Slimmer margins 
• Competing on price with 

larger corporate agriculture
• Hard to manage relationships 

- difficult goals and views, 
coordination

• Food hubs can undercut 
weekend farmers markets
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Market Pros Cons

#4  CSA
(Community Supported 
Agriculture Shares)

• Get paid in advance
• Reliable source of income
• Marketing through

word-of-mouth

• High labor and marketing
demands

• High quality expectations
• High administrative

responsibilities (collecting
money, distributing food,
coordinating dropoffs/
deliveries)

• Retaining customers is difficult
• Crop failure is a major threat

#5 Restaurants • Personal relationship with
buyer

• Margins better than other
wholesale clients

• High volume

• Some chefs are hard to work
with (unreliable or misleading)

• Price negotiations are difficult
• Keeping up with demand
• Difficult to anticipate what

restaurants will want in
advance of harvest, only
interested in specialized
products

• Growing competition

*Assessment based upon surveys with 141 specialty food crop producers in West Virginia in 2017. Survey results reflect a bias to-
ward market types that specialty food crop producers most commonly sell within. Overall, specialty food crop farmers are less fre-
quently engaged in selling through CSA and Wholesale channels (Hubs, Grocers, and Institutional). Pros and Cons analysis derived
from qualitative responses to the survey from farmers who participate or have decided not to participate in these market types.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018. 9



Barriers to Growth: Production and Market Risks

According to Bringing Our Farms Into Focus, there are several overlapping factors that create 
barriers for many farmers in the state. However, 23% of farmers surveyed for this study reported 
no barriers to growth.  

Barriers that were frequently cited include:

• Production risks including weather events, yields, labor-time, personal health, operating
costs, technological needs and the need to diversify production and market
participation simultaneously.

• Logistical issues including (reliable) transportation, value-adding infrastructure
(packhouse, slaughterhouse, cold storage), farmers’ market scheduling, regulatory burden
(certificates and permits), insurance costs and access to arable, adequate land.

• Market risks  including rising competition and oversaturation of local food production
for a “shrinking pie” of high income consumers within what is generally a low-income
population. Growers repeatedly remarked that there are “not enough people” to buy local
produce within WV and several full-time growers argued that part of the problem was
part-time growers were driving up competition. Competition clauses also serve to protect
markets from having too much of
one product.

• Interest, time and personal well-being were also frequently referenced as major barriers
to growth. Grower households are caught up in the double bind of needing off-farm
employment to supplement income and struggling with the high costs of production.
These growers described reaching a breaking point where expanding production and
diversifying markets simply was not “worth it” to them. In other words, the returns did not
warrant expending additional effort or taking on additional risk.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018.
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Snapshot of the foodshed

This cluster of counties is located in the extreme southern part of the state. Geographically, 
this is a place that is hard to get in and hard to get out. Mountainous terrain and windy main 
roads make this region of the state difficult for large scale producers and 
aggregation operations. 

McDowell, Mercer, Mingo, Wyoming County Foodshed

Map sourced from www.worldatlas.com
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Important organizations/groups in this region

WVU Extension, diabetes coalitions, Williamson Health and Wellness, Grow Appalachia sites, 
and farmers.

County profiles of food access

The West Virginia University Foodlink Project at WVU’s Food Justice Lab developed country 
profiles for each of West Virginia’s 55 counties, documenting statistics on poverty and food 
access. The Food Justice Lab also used GIS mapping tools to map locations and proximity 
to food sources like grocery stores, convenience stores, and food pantries. This knowledge 
contributes to the overall picture of food access, poverty, and health in the foodshed.

Potential for Local Food: This foodshed has 1,558 production farms on file with the USDA 
Agriculture census, so farming could be an economically viable option for diversification. 
Additionally, Doddridge and Harrison counties both have strong vibrant farmers markets. In 
particular, the Bridgeport market in Harrison County is a weekly market hosting events and 
local food fundraisers. Many restaurants in the Fairmont area buy local food and would like to 
invest in more local farmers. 

McDowell
The population in 2017 was 19,016, with 7,953 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. 
There are 6 food assistance providers, the poverty rate is 33%, unemployment rate is at 12.4%, 
and the median income was $22,154 in 2015.

Mingo
The population in 2014 was 25,716, with 7,863 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. 
There are 5 food assistance providers, the poverty rate is 25%, unemployment rate is at 11.8%, 
and the median income was $32,431 in 2013.

Wyoming
The population in 2014 was 22,598, with 5,699 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. 
There are 7 food assistance providers, the poverty rate is 24%, the unemployment rate is at 
9.4%, and the median income was $34,525 in 2013.

WV Foodlink County Profiles. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 2018. Web. 15 April 2018.
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Community Assessment Review

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development project worked within foodsheds 
across the state, holding community meetings with area farmers, local leadership, extension 
agents and farmers market managers to assess the needs and potential each area has to offer 
to local food system development work. In addition to interviews and group conversations, 
valuable information was gathered through a foodshed assessment tool devised by the 
Conservation Fund. The following information is an aggregated collection and summary of 
the gathered information. These are solely the opinions of the individuals partaking in the 
assessment. 

Food sources
Many of the members of this foodshed utilize public assistance (SNAP, WIC, food banks, etc.) for 
their food needs and much of the food bought is shelf stable. With very rural roads and large 
distances between stores, trips are often monthly rather than weekly. Many residents commute 
to big box stores in Bluefield, Beckley, and Williamson for their food needs. Convenience stores 
and dollar stores provide food needs, with little to no fresh produce available at these locations.  
There are smaller grocers in Wyoming and McDowell Counties with larger stores such as 
Walmart or Kroger in Mingo and Mercer Counties.  

Places to buy locally produced products 
Both Mingo and Mercer County have well established farmers markets in the population 
centers of Williamson and Bluefield. Additionally, Mingo County operates a mobile market 
which travels to outlying areas of the county and surrounding areas at least once per month.  
McDowell County is establishing two regular farmers markets this season- one in Welch and 
one in Iaeger. Mingo and McDowell County both have Grow Appalachia projects.

Leadership
Leadership is developing in this foodshed. In Mingo County, Williamson Health and Wellness 
has served as a leader in food access and economic development for the past 5 years. In 
McDowell County, the Living Healthy 4 McDowell Group is growing to include healthy food 
access projects such as the farmers markets. Extension agent leadership is few and far between 
with no agriculture agent present in ¾ of the counties. 

Health
All survey respondents reported their community’s health as “poor.”  Consequently, McDowell 
County has the lowest life expectancy of any county in the United States.
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Strengths

• Lots of attention on agriculture development in this area
• Huge tourism draw for Hatfield-McCoy trails
• Persistent individuals wanting to solve problems
• Youth farming is an exciting new development
• Community support is high
• Extension health educators are amazing at outreach
• Still a culture of “growing your own” backyard food

Barriers

• Geography is not conducive to large scale farming
• Everybody is a beginning farmer- there are very few “experts” in the area
• This area feels as though they aren’t taken seriously by agencies anymore
• People depend on processed and not fresh foods because they keep longer
• Healthier choices are hard to convince people of
• Not enough producers
• Transportation
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Foodshed Improvement Plan

Top three issues identified:

1. Not enough farmers
There’s not enough product in the foodshed to begin with and those that are growing, are
not selling because they don’t know what the process looks like to set up markets or sell to
restaurants, etc.

2. Not enough close accessible markets
Farmers markets are few and far between, restaurants are hesitant to buy local, farm to
school is hard to navigate, and grocers are hesitant to buy local without GAP certification.

3. Working in silos/turf wars
In this part of the state in particular, building trust with each other and coalition building
around local food is an important first step.

How solutions will help:

• Solutions to build a food system based on local foods will improve access to locally grown
food for residents and visitors

• Building a culture of local food as an economic driver will help diversify an economy that
has always been dependent on coal

• Connecting local food with the tourism industry will help generate revenue in a very
economically distressed part of the state
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Potential solutions: 

Community members addressed potential solutions to the issues above that could help to 
propel the foodshed local foods development forward. 

1. Intentional building of co-operative structures with new farmers
2. Strong beginning farmer/backyard market grower program
3. Smaller farmers markets in outlying areas
4. Scaling up school production- school farms at each school with a paid coordinator
5. Asking backyard gardeners to grow “one extra row” of a product for CSA sales
6. Expanding prescription produce programs
7. Hosting events in conjunction with Hatfield-McCoy trail activities
8. Convert large pieces of acreage to group growing spaces for beginning farmers 

Who will be involved: 

Farmers, WVU Extension, school system personnel, and youth.

First steps toward foodshed improvement:

Project plan: Establish A Small Market In An Outlying Area

• Choose a location that is far from other markets to avoid competition with other markets in 
the area

• Hold the market on Friday afternoons
• Will draw producers and buyers from Mingo, McDowell, and Wyoming Counties
• Funding will be used to pay a market manager and purchase supplies for the market itself 

(tables, etc.)

Conclusion: 

While several farmers markets are present in the southern coalfields, the lack of transportation 
among much of the population makes it difficult for them to access the healthy foods at the 
markets. Creating an additional market in this outlying area will bring the market to these 
unreached populations. 
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“A foodshed is the geographic area that produces the food for a particular population. The term 
describes a region where food flows from the area that it is produced to the place where it is con-
sumed, including the land it grows on, the route it travels, the markets it passes through, and the 
tables it ends up on. A foodshed is analogous to a watershed in that foodsheds outline the contrib-
uting area and flow of food feeding a particular population, whereas watersheds outline the con-
tributing area and flow of water draining to a particular location”.*

For the purposes of this assessment, foodsheds are defined by county clusters that maintain similari-
ty in the following attributes: culture, geography, proximity to one another, and transportation routes. 

Close, Kendrya. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resiliency Plan. Northern New Jersey Regional Foodshed Resil-
iency Plan. June 2015. Web. Foodshedalliance.org. 12 April 2018. 

What is a foodshed?
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Vision for West Virginia Foodsheds

This project has the following goals:

Guiding principles of local food development in 
our region:

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development initiative strives to create local food 
and agricultural expansion that provides access to fresh, affordable, nutritious foods while sup-
porting local farmers, food producers and other small businesses through a diversified economy. 

• Support and build on existing work in the community.
• Increase producers’ capacity to grow, harvest, aggregate, and sell product into a market.
• Encourage and require cross collaboration in county clusters, where resources can be shared

and collective engagement can enhance the work being done.
• Increase local and regional market demand for product.
• Increase low-income populations’ access to fresh product.

Local
Products are grown, raised, processed, and sold locally, statewide, and regionally, increasing posi-
tive economic development in Appalachia.

Supply
Supply of locally produced food is consistent and manageable, not subject to the whims of dis-
tant markets and situations.

Environment
The food supply is farmed in ways that enhances the land and water and builds healthy soils 
while maximizing efficiency and contributing to biodiversity and wildlife.

Community
The food system not only provides economic development, but also creates communities where 
people want and choose to live, work, play, and raise families, encouraging young people to stay 
in West Virginia and drawing new people to the area.

Health
Food that is grown is healthy and nutritious. People have a general knowledge of how to cook, 
shop, prepare, and store healthy foods.
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West Virginia is predominantly rural with a few small metro locations, many small to medi-
um-sized townships, and primarily rural households and communities spread throughout  the 
state. The state lends itself to forest farming. According to the West Virginia Department of 
Commerce, 78% of the state (12 million acres) is covered in forests. Some areas of the state have 
adequate agricultural land in rolling hills and pasture. Others regions have steep terrain. In these 
areas, there is a long history of subsistence gardening. 

There continues to be knowledge of traditional food production and preservation techniques 
among West Virginia’s older generations. A July 2017 census conducted by the U.S. Census Bu-
reau revealed that there are approximately 1,815,857 senior citizens. Many West Virginians are 
just one or two generations removed from agricultural practices.

Statewide Trends 

Awareness of fresh food and health is growing
An increasing number of residents have an understanding of the health implications of pro-
cessed foods and are returning to/ or desire local farm fresh produce that they consumed as 
children, or enjoyed at their grandparents kitchen table. Organizations that work on food de-
velopment and health and resources are directing people to local fresh food.  Several nonprofit 
organizations, universities, extension service, and other service providers, are creating opportu-
nities and mini or accelerator grants that help communities forge healthier activities and access 
to food.

Expanding Farmers markets
The number of farmers markets in West Virginia has been on an incline for several years. There is 
even investment in non-traditional methods of food distribution like consignment farmers mar-
kets, consignment vendors at farmers markets, mobile farmers markets, and pop-up markets. 

An increased number of beginning farmers
Residents are investing energy into farming businesses, some as post retirement passion, hobby 
farms, and young farmers looking to get into a career in farming.  Many people are seeking to put 
time and effort into leading the way for agriculture in West Virginia.

Growth of incubator farm training programs 
Established and beginning incubator programs are helping train a new generation of farmers, 
while filling in the aggregation and distribution needs of our small scale growers.  Many of these 
training programs and food hubs are relatively new, but offer a lot of potential in regional and 
statewide food and farm development.

Season extension is more accessible
Through the local NRCS, farmers and gardeners have been able to add season extension to their 

Snapshot of WV Agriculture
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growing methods through the construction and use of high tunnels, which not only help with 
heating during the early and late months of the season, but also fit in smaller “non-traditional” 
farming spaces like those found in the Appalachian region, in the form of small hollows and 
backyard spaces. 

Placemaking through agriculture
There is an ever growing number of farm-to-table dinners throughout the state. The dinners host 
a series of different themes, chefs, and cultural emphasis. Often there is a special distinction of 
historical or traditional foodways.  Consumers are not only interested in eating farm-fresh meals, 
but the experience of eating dinner in a place that dinner wouldn’t normally be served, such as 
a historical sight or farm. Consumers are also interested in hearing stories from local chefs and 
farmers while supporting local business.

Production on former mining sites
From lavender production to pasture pork, former mining sites are being reclaimed and brought 
into production. This work is teaching and contributing to the body of knowledge about restor-
ing unused lands.

Economic development and diversifying economy
In many small West Virginian communities, the local Economic Development Authority and 
Business Development Authorities are taking some of the most promising leads toward building 
local farmers markets and local food economies. These boards are often comprised of small farm-
ers, who see potential economic development through local food, agriculture, and tourism. 

Emphasis on branding 
Many groups are revamping or creating branding initiatives that emphasize the importance of 
locally grown and made produce and value added products. The WV Department of Agriculture 
is revamping their locally grown food promotional program, WV Grown, and other food hubs 
and groups like Greenbrier Valley Grown have had ongoing initiatives like this. These campaigns 
encourage residents to shop within the state, keeping more dollars in West Virginia.

Policy Initiatives 
In 2018, West Virginia saw bills that streamlined farmers market permitting, supported agritour-
ism businesses by providing limited liability, expanded on farm rabbit processing, and allowed 
additional cottage foods to be made in-home and sold directly to consumers at farmers markets. 
Previous wins include allowing the formation of cooperatives, increasing the limit of on-farm 
poultry processing to 20,000 birds, establishing a farm-to-foodbank credit to provide tax credits 
for farmers who donate or sell fresh produce to food banks, and allowing the distribution of raw 
milk through herdshare agreements. 
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What is a specialty crop?

Specialty crops are the produce items that you commonly think of when you picture a local farmers 
market, like corn, green beans, tomatoes, other vegetables. The specialty crop category also covers 
items like mushrooms, honey, and tree nuts. Local organizations like the WV Food & Farm Co-
alition, the WV Farmers Market Association, and the WV Dept of Agriculture are often assisting 
and working with farmers that grow and sell these types of products. They are considered a 
staple of local food production and development.

Findings from the Small Farms Viability Study

Between 2016 and 2017, WV Foodlink carried out a study called, “Bringing Our Farms Into Fo-
cus”  on behalf of the West Virginia Food & Farm Coalition to determine the major barriers and 
areas for growth for specialty crop producers in the state. The study revealed that there is enor-
mous potential for small farms to diversify. The ample amount of land that the average farmer 
has access to means that they have enough space to grow a bigger variety of specialty crops. 
According to the study, the average farm size in West Virginia is 92 acres with just 3.3 acres pro-
ducing specialty crops and 6.2 acres in pasture land.  

Income barriers that keep farmers from growing

In West Virginia, the revenues of small farms can be as low as $5,000 gross yearly revenue. With 
79% of farmers, according to this study, making less than $50,000 in yearly gross revenue, 
means that farm businesses have no room to invest and grow

There is a lot of variation in specialty crop production, with some farms of the commercial vari-
ety bringing home $100,000 a year and others less than $10,000. Because of these broad differ-
ences, what is important to each farmer and the decision they make are highly variable.

The majority of farmers growing specialty food crops are just beginning or have young farm 
businesses, anywhere from five years to 20 years in business.

Part time farmers are common in West Virginia.  According to the WV Foodlink study, 69% of 
farmers had income from others sources, and farm generated income accounted for only 28% 
of their household income, and 1 in 3 farmers had retirement income to rely on.

Full time farmers are rare in the state, with only 1 in 5 actually supporting their families entirely 
with farm income, and reported gross revenues total just $40,933.

Specialty Crops

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018. 
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Farmer Assessment of Specialty Food Crop Markets in WV

Market Pros Cons

#1 Farmers’ Markets • Most profitable
• Consistent
• Personal relationships with

customers
• Large customer base
• Direct cash sales (no

middlemen)

• Increasing competition from
major retailers and new
farmers

• Customer base and income
level can vary for markets

• Time consuming
• Vendor boards can be too

political
• Limited consumer base in WV

#2 Farm Stands/ 
Direct Delivery

• Direct sales model
• Maintain relationships with

community and customers
• Deliveries are efficient use of

time
• Don’t have to vend at a market

all day
• Can vend on own terms

without interference
• No nearby competition

• Difficult to attract/ grow
business

• Logistically difficult as
number of customers increase
(deliveries)

#3 Wholesale
(Hubs,Grocers,Institutions)

• High volume potential
• Reliable source of income
• Less labor intensive (don’t

have to vend at a farmers’ 
market or participate in direct
sales)

• Can reach wider group of
customers

• Strict regulations (packaging/
processing, liability insurance)

• Loss of contact with
consumers

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets

• Slimmer margins
• Competing on price with

larger corporate agriculture
• Hard to manage relationships

- difficult goals and views,
coordination

• Food hubs can undercut
weekend farmers markets
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Market Pros Cons

#4  CSA
(Community Supported 
Agriculture Shares)

• Get paid in advance
• Reliable source of income
• Marketing through

word-of-mouth

• High labor and marketing
demands

• High quality expectations
• High administrative

responsibilities (collecting
money, distributing food,
coordinating dropoffs/
deliveries)

• Retaining customers is difficult
• Crop failure is a major threat

#5 Restaurants • Personal relationship with
buyer

• Margins better than other
wholesale clients

• High volume

• Some chefs are hard to work
with (unreliable or misleading)

• Price negotiations are difficult
• Keeping up with demand
• Difficult to anticipate what

restaurants will want in
advance of harvest, only
interested in specialized
products

• Growing competition

*Assessment based upon surveys with 141 specialty food crop producers in West Virginia in 2017. Survey results reflect a bias to-
ward market types that specialty food crop producers most commonly sell within. Overall, specialty food crop farmers are less fre-
quently engaged in selling through CSA and Wholesale channels (Hubs, Grocers, and Institutional). Pros and Cons analysis derived
from qualitative responses to the survey from farmers who participate or have decided not to participate in these market types.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018. 
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Barriers to Growth: Production and Market Risks

According to Bringing Our Farms Into Focus, there are several overlapping factors that create 
barriers for many farmers in the state. However, 23% of farmers surveyed for this study reported 
no barriers to growth.  

Barriers that were frequently cited include:

• Production risks including weather events, yields, labor-time, personal health, operating
costs, technological needs and the need to diversify production and market
participation simultaneously.

• Logistical issues including (reliable) transportation, value-adding infrastructure
(packhouse, slaughterhouse, cold storage), farmers’ market scheduling, regulatory burden
(certificates and permits), insurance costs and access to arable, adequate land.

• Market risks  including rising competition and oversaturation of local food production
for a “shrinking pie” of high income consumers within what is generally a low-income
population. Growers repeatedly remarked that there are “not enough people” to buy local
produce within WV and several full-time growers argued that part of the problem was
part-time growers were driving up competition. Competition clauses also serve to protect
markets from having too much of
one product.

• Interest, time and personal well-being were also frequently referenced as major barriers
to growth. Grower households are caught up in the double bind of needing off-farm
employment to supplement income and struggling with the high costs of production.
These growers described reaching a breaking point where expanding production and
diversifying markets simply was not “worth it” to them. In other words, the returns did not
warrant expending additional effort or taking on additional risk.

Bringing Our Farms Into Focus. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 20 April 2018. Web. 20 April 2018. 
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Clay, Calhoun, Roane Foodshed

Snapshot of the foodshed

The cluster of Clay, Calhoun, and Roane counties is located in central West Virginia. 

Map sourced from www.worldatlas.com
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Important organizations/groups in this region

WVU Extension is present in each county, Spencer Farmers Market, Spencer City Business 
Director, M.O.V.E, the BDA in Clay County, The WV Raw Dairy Association, and other 
farmers markets.

County profiles of food access

The WVU Foodlink at WVU’s Food Justice Lab has developed county profiles for each of West 
Virginia’s 55 counties, documenting statistics on poverty and food access. The FJL has also 
used GIS mapping tools to map locations and proximity to food sources like grocery stores, 
convenience stores, and food pantries. It is with this knowledge that we assess the status of 
food access in the county clusters of this foodshed. 

This foodshed has 916 farms registered with the agriculture census, however these farms have 
some the largest acreage in production, with an average of 43.5 acres of harvested cropland 
per farm. Additionally, MOV and other nascent grower groups have been forming under the 
guidance of extension and other agencies for several years. This foodshed is also ripe for the 
ecotourism industry, especially in Clay County where the Town of Clay has already begun rail 
trail and river related recreation businesses. Many visitors here will want to make local business 
choices benefiting the economy, so an emphasis on local food and events surrounded local 
foods would be beneficial. 

Clay
Population in 2014 was 8,941, with 3,071 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 8 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 24%, unemployment rate was at 10.6%, and the 
median income is 32,640 in 2013.

Calhoun
Population in 2014 was 7,513, with 1,717 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 5 food assistance providers, poverty rate is 21%, unemployment rate was at 9.5%, and the 
median income is 31,946 in 2013.

Roane
Population in 2014 was 14,664, with 3,712 residents using SNAP to assist with food costs. There 
are 3 food assistance providers, poverty rate is  23%, unemployment rate was at 9.9%, and the 
median income is 35,982 in 2013.

WV Foodlink County Profiles. Morgantown, WV. WVU Food Justice Lab. 2018. Web. 15 April 2018.
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Community Assessment Review

The Geographic Food and Agriculture System Development project worked within foodsheds 
across the state, holding community meetings with area farmers, local leadership, extension 
agents and farmers market managers to assess the needs and potential each area has to offer 
to local food system development work. In addition to interviews and group conversations, 
valuable information was gathered through a foodshed assessment tool devised by the 
Conservation Fund. The following information is an aggregated collection and summary of 
the gathered information. These are solely the opinions of the individuals partaking in the 
assessment. 

Food sources
Community members report that this area relies heavily on food access programs like SNAP, 
WIC, school breakfast and lunch, summer feeding programs, and the local food pantries. 
In 2014, there were 8,500 people receiving SNAP assistance alone in these three counties. 
Hunting is also a source of food for people throughout the year. Grocery stores are important, 
as are convenience stores which stand in place of grocery stores in more rural parts of the 
counties. Many people drive to Walmart and larger box stores to do all of their shopping. Fast 
food is a source of food for many residents trying to balance work and life.

Places to buy locally produced products 
There are a few farmers markets throughout the foodshed. In Calhoun County, there are two 
markets that generate substantial revenue for their vendors.  Some community members who 
grow a surplus in their gardens give it away and small farmers even sell produce after church to  
family and neighbors. There are a few gas stations and small markets in this foodshed that carry 
locally sourced meats, eggs, and vegetables during different parts of the season. Some mobile 
and pop up markets have operated at schools in the foodshed, which were mostly subsidized 
through grants.

Leadership
Mid Ohio Valley Edibles (M.O.V.E) is an organization with a mission to grow the food and farm 
distribution and market sales for farmers in the area. There are also motivated and passionate 
extension agents, farmers, the Little Kanawha Conservation District, Master Gardeners, and 
other community members who work to expand opportunities for farmer income and viability.

Health
The community assessment participants described the health of their community as either 
poor or fair.
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Strengths

• Large acreage that is underutilized.
• Access to grocery stores.
• Elderly generation still aware of and knowledgeable about fresh food production and

preparation.
• Multiple farmers markets in some areas.
• Initiatives behind mobile markets, pop-up markets, and cooking classes has

been successful.
• Engagement of children in local foods projects have been very successful.
• One of the largest high tunnels in the state located here.
• Motivated extension and other community members that are working hard on local

food development.

Barriers

• Some parts of the foodshed see high unemployment rates (including many unemployed
coal miners), resulting in low financial resources.

• WVU Extension and other programs are underfunded and need more resources and staff.
• Transportation is difficult and many roads are in disrepair.
• Nutrition and quality food consumption are low.
• Access to food pantry can be limited in some areas.
• Topography is difficult for transportation.
• Low incomes prevent purchasing of higher priced foods.
• Apathy toward good health.
• Lack of small scale equipment and capital to purchase for small farmers.
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